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Introduction
Noise, or undesired sound, is a recent phenomenon. Though some sounds have unsettled
people from the days of early civilization, true, invasive, mass-produced noise--that is, noise by
consensus--arrived in Western society in the late-18th century, and did not become truly
pervasive until the early 20th century (Thompson 2002:1). Now, noise is roommate to all, and
music reflects our new reality. John Cage described the path of music as flowing water, running
for hundreds of years as a smooth, linear river, until the 20th century: “The river is in delta” said
Cage “there are many possibilities and…we may even have left the river…and gone into the
ocean” (Scheffer 2001). One way of understanding Cage’s ocean is to frame it as a reaction to
noise; as the result of a new listening.
New ways of listening opened up music to a radical process of reconception. Edgar
Varese declared himself an “organizer of sound” rather than a composer (Cox & Warner
2004:17). Pierre Schaeffer unapologetically severed sound from source and invited people to
listen to objets sonores in his new universe of musique concrete (Schaeffer 1952). John Cage
excised purpose from composition and listening (Cage 1961:4). R. Murray Schafer reconceived
of the entire world as “one macrocosmic composition” with his World Soundscape Project
(Schafer 1977:2).
These composers each, in their own way, reacted to the incomprehensible stimulus of the
industrial revolution, and its telos: modernity. As Emily Thompson details in The Soundscape of
Modernity, the revolution transfigured our everyday listening experience in colossal ways: “The
American soundscape underwent a particularly dramatic transformation in the years after 1900.
By 1933, both the nature of sound and the culture of listening were unlike anything that had
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come before” (Thompson 2004:2). Even decades after 1933, the United States stood at the apex
of the sonic revolution, since our society embraced any and all noise as a mere byproduct of
progress (Thompson 2002:120). Our ambient noise skyrocketed, as exemplified by the
ambulance: In the 1920s an ambulance in New York City emitted 85 dB, whereas an ambulance
of today clocks at an average of 120 dB (Schafer 1977:71). Such a dramatic change in the
soundscape incited a sea-change in the way people understood their environment.
One particularly interesting and incipient result of the resultant “new listening” is the
synthesis of field recordings and acoustic instruments in a style I will call “City Music.” Such a
combination does something quite novel: It combines the real world, the realm of noise, with the
traditionally insulated and noiseless world of instrumental performance.
Now a few generations removed from the soundscape revolution, it seems that American
urbanites have contented themselves with tuning out noise. Writing in 1977, R. Murray Schafer
described noises as “the sounds we have learned to ignore” (Schafer 1977:4). The definition
rings true 50 years later. Walking into the center of a city is often accompanied by conversation,
headphones, or a simple tuning out of the vast majority of sounds. Such earmuffs, whether
psychic or literal, have proven the modus operandi for contending with the prevalence and
strength of city noise.
My project over the last year has peered into the idea of City Music with the hopes of
teasing out why these pieces are composed, and what they are capable of musically. Though
motivations for its composition vary widely, City Music has the profound capability to place
sounds that are typically considered noise into a realm of active listening. In doing so, it carries
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with it the potential to broaden the listener’s idea of desired sound and radically re-attune the
listener to their sonic environment.
Three pieces of City Music will be subject to analysis: Steve Reich’s City Life, Tod
Machover’s Symphony in D, and my own Song for the Alabaster City. Each of these pieces, by
virtue of combining city sounds and instruments, contains messages salient to our conceptions of
noise and our broader sonic environment. Through a two-part analytical framework, these
messages and their underlying implications will be teased out.

Analytical Framework
The first section of analysis centers on the process of sound collection. Collecting field
recordings and curating sounds from them is, broadly speaking, the first step for each composer
in constructing these pieces. The process of field recording thus represents the first creative step,
and the found sounds exert a strong influence over the end result. Germane to understanding this
process are the following questions: How were sounds collected? and why were particular
sounds chosen? Part and parcel to the second question a question of motivation; what drew each
of these composers to this specific medium?
The second section of analysis concerns the relationship between the field recordings and
the instrumental material as they play out within the piece. Since the process of sound collection
occurs at the outset, and the instrumental composition generally later, a question can be proffered
as to the relationship of their material: To what degree is the instrumental material derived from
the field recordings? Further, this section of analysis will hinge on three aspects of the
relationship between field recordings and instruments: Primacy, the acoustic balance between the
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two; Proximity, whether dialogue between the two is possible; and Synchrony, whether or not
they operate in a congruous manner. These three aspects will function as analytical columns in
understanding the inner workings of City Music.

Music of a City
In 1964, fresh out of a master’s program at Mills College in Oakland, Steve Reich caught
wind that a rather charismatic street preacher had set up in San Francisco’s Union Square.
Intrigued, Reich grabbed his microphone and headed off, unsure of what he may find. After
recording the preacher, a Pentecostal named Brother Walter, he returned home, found that
nothing musical was coming to mind, and put the tape down (Reich 2002:18).
Almost a year later, he returned to the recording of the preacher. This time, he isolated a
speech fragment--“It’s gonna rain”--and copied it to another tape player. Reich sought to set
these two identical tape loops 180 degrees apart in order to create an interesting echo effect, but
the technology of the time proved too crude for such precise work. However, in the attempt, he
discovered that the two tape players generated a much more interesting sound made by slowly
going out of sync with each other. Thus, It’s Gonna Rain was born, a piece that would heavily
inform the rest of Reich’s career.
By employing two tape loops of human speech that gradually shifted out of phase, he
created a “micro-canon,” or a musical canon that employed milliseconds, rather than beats, as the
unit of offset (Reich 2002:8). This method of canon became a mainstay in Reich’s musical
toolbox. He was enraptured by the ability to re-layer the same material to create something fresh
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and complex. In particular, he valued the ability to “view the same object in a different way”
(Reich 2002:5). This canon technique would invade his instrumental work as well.
The other significant discovery from It’s Gonna Rain came to be known as “speech
melody” (Reich 2002:6, 152). Reich heard the inherent melodic element of Brother Walter’s
speech, with the fragment “It’s gonna rain” corresponding neatly to three pitches on a keyboard.
He would revisit this idea in another tape piece the following year, entitled Come Out.
Speech-melody struck Reich as powerful in part due to its personal, intimately human nature:
“The speech melody of a person really is…a kind of musical portrait of that person. It’s their
melody, and I begin by writing it down as dictation” (Reich 2002:174). In this light, It’s Gonna
Rain can be appreciated as an abstract sonic portrait of Brother Walter as well as a piece about
broader societal issues.
The next twenty years of Reich’s work would see him return to primarily acoustic
composition. In 1988, however, he embraced a “new way of composing that [had] its roots in
[his] early taped speech pieces” (Reich 2002:151). He goes on: “The basic idea is that speech
recordings generate the musical material for musical instruments” (Reich 2002:151). Thus he
developed a way to incorporate speech melody and acoustic instruments. From this synthesis
came Different Trains, in which instruments play out melodic ideas that Reich gleaned from
speech fragments, often doubling the fragments themselves. In the Arte documentary about City
Life, filmed concurrently with the work’s composition, he refers to the technique as suffusing the
new piece: “Basically this piece began back in 1988 in one sense, when I began to write
Different Trains” (Waffender 1995).
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All of these techniques of composition would coalesce in 1995 with City Life. Here is an
excerpt from the composer’s program note, in which he begins to lay out his motivations for the
piece:
The idea that any sound may be used as part of a piece of music has been in the air
during much of the 20th Century. From the use of taxi horn [sic] in Gershwin’s An
American in Paris through Varese’s sirens, Antheil’s airplane propeller, Cage’s radio,
and rock and roll’s use of all of the above starting at least in the 1970s, and more
recently in rap music, the desire to include everyday sounds in music has been growing.
The sampling keyboard now makes this a practical reality. In City Life not only are
samples of speech but also car horns, door slams, air brakes, subway chimes, pile
drivers, car alarms, heartbeats, boat horns, buoys, fire and police sirens are part of the
fabric of the piece (Reich 1995:2).
Here he aligns himself with a particular musical zeitgeist, the desire to compose with everyday
sounds, though he hopes to realize this even more fully through the sampler keyboard. The final
sentence alludes to the parallel between the earlier taped speech pieces and the new incorporation
of city sounds: namely, that this piece will extend the use of speech melody, incorporated with
instruments in Different Trains, to the sounds of a city. The extension from speech melody
significantly shapes the way Reich looks for and composes with field recordings.
The final pieces of motivation are personal. Reflecting on his work with speech
recordings and the possible folding in of city sounds, he saw an avenue for self-expression: “I
began thinking about…making a piece about the kind of life I lead here in New York City”
(Waffender 1995). This motivation is indicative of his compositional phase from Different
Trains onward. Rather than obsess with pure sound matter, as in Piano Phase (1967) and Music
for 18 Musicians (1976), Reich of the 1980s and 1990s turned increasingly inward, toward
images of childhood and personal experiences (Reich 2002:151). Finally, he seeks to come to
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terms with some of the negative aspects of life in New York, such as the prevalence of car
alarms in the early hours of the morning: “Up here,” Reich says, referring to the upper register of
the sampler, “are more alarms…which you hear along the street all the time so it’s better to just
grab it, put in the sampler, put it in the piece…and make a little peace with it” (Waffender 1995).
Reich’s process of sound collection is hands-on; he records the majority of sounds
himself. From his motivation to “make a piece about the kind of life he leads,” we may assume
that his process of sound collection is anchored in his quotidian sonic experiences. That is, the
sounds that he will be drawn to are sounds he finds indicative of his daily life in New York City.
The Arte documentary shows him on the corners of New York, microphone in hand, listening
keenly to the bustle of traffic. He stands still, preferring to wait for sounds over hunting around
for them. These recording sessions, though it is unknown how long or how many they were,
yield the vast majority of the city sounds in the finished work. The only other source for found
sound is the New York Fire Department archives, which Reich sifted through for speech
samples. He latched onto a series of tapes between the firemen and the fire radio control on the
day of the first attack on the World Trade Center in 1993.
After a recording session, Reich brings the audio home and begins to play around with it:
“Once I get it home and I put it in the sampler I begin thinking ‘well what note is this?’ Maybe I
tune it more exactly and then I think…this is a way of stating a low C when maybe if I actually
played it, it would be too obvious” (Waffender 1995). He then moves to compose the
instruments in this passage, before heading back out to capture more city sounds. The recursive
nature of Reich’s process, moving freely between field recording, processing, and composing
instrumental parts, indicates a unity of musical vision.
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Also revealing is Reich’s interest in pitch. In asking “well what note is this?” he implies a
certain mode of thinking about his field recordings: namely, that he hopes to incorporate city
sounds into the his traditional harmonic fabric. Writ larger, Reich hopes to capture sounds that
are already somewhat musical in nature, even if not obvious at first listen. He goes on, describing
a possible use of the car driving away: “...it brings in the same function as a cello or double bass
but with another timbre, because it's another instrument! So this is your “car cello” (Waffender
1995). The idea of the “car cello” solidifies Reich’s conception of seeking out explicitly musical
sounds in the broader soundscape: He is listening to the city as a Western instrument.
Reich, in his process of sound collection, thus sought discrete sound events that were
traditionally musical in all senses except timbre. His vision for the piece, integrating city sounds
and instruments in a fashion analogous with his prior integration of speech melody and
instruments, encourages a search for sounds that display obviously musical elements such as
definite rhythm and pitch. This is further evidenced by Reich’s program notes, which detail the
process of instrumental doubling in the piece: “These different non-musical sounds also suggest
certain instrumental responses. Thus woodwinds for car horns, bass drum for door slams, cymbal
for air brakes, clarinets for boat horns, and several different instrumental doublings for speech
melodies” (Reich 1995:2). It is logical, therefore, that the gamut of recorded sound in the final
piece consists of singular (that is, constituted by a single sound source), well-defined sounds of a
musical bent (a car horn) rather than broader soundscapes (a dawn chorus, for example).
The impetus for each of these City Musics provide valuable insight as to their resulting
impact, yet a deeper understanding can be gleaned from analysis with respect to the relationship
between ensemble and field recordings. City Life opens with a pure instrumental chorale which
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Reich refers to as “innocent.” It presents a cycle of dominant chords that define the harmonic
structure of the piece as a whole. (See Example 1)

Example 1: The opening chorale, mm. 1-24 (Boosey & Hawkes)

This opening can be heard as a prologue of sorts, in which the protagonist moves to New
York full of optimism and romance. The sonic idea of the city is purely instrumental; its true
soundscape has yet to be experienced. In this lens, the ensemble can be broadly understood as
representing the protagonist, while the field recordings represent their environment. The chorale
prologue gives way to the body of the 1st movement, “Check it out,” which thrums energetically
along in the fashion of a city center. Most importantly, after 24 measures, Reich begins to mix
field recordings into the fray.
Initially, the instruments dominate the electronics in terms of presence. The pianos,
vibraphones, and low strings form the melody, splitting into two identical groups and playing in
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canon offset by one eighth. The city sounds, meanwhile, play a supportive role, adding
percussive color at key junctures.

Example 2, mm. 38-41 (Boosey and Hawkes)

Throughout the first movement, the two elements work together in perfect synchrony. Most
prominently, the melody is built on the speech melody of the “check it out” sample,
approximated as G - B-flat - C (See Example 2). Much like in Different Trains, the melody runs
its own course in the instruments while the actual sample occasionally plays to support it.
Nonetheless the direction of derivation is clear: the instrumental material is largely created from
the field recordings.
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Example 3, mm. 193-197 (Boosey & Hawkes)

The presence of city sounds slowly grows over the course of the movement, spearheaded
by traffic sounds. A brief instrumental interlude takes hold at measure 135, a reprieve from the
growing sonic density, and the field recordings reemerge to double the percussion. The opening
chorale returns, but this time the rests between chords are filled with city sounds and their
doublings (See Example 3). These “fills” do not play an interrupting role, but rather operate in
dialogue with the chorale, filling it out and complementing its shape. The movement ends with
an ambiguous chord, a dissonant combination of C minor and G major 9, and fades into the
bleaker second movement.
The second movement, “Pile driver/alarms,” introduces a new set of roles for instruments
and field recordings. Rather than acting separately, they combine in layers to create the fabric of
the piece. The pile driver, second piano, and strings jointly create the background, centered
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around the pulse of the pile driver. At the same time, the woodwinds combine with car alarms to
create the foreground (See Example 4).

Example 4, mm. 239-246 (Boosey & Hawkes)

Throughout the 2nd movement, the field recordings and ensemble remain in close
dialogue with each other. Twice, the intensity of the pile driver sample increases, and both times
the ensemble reacts with more frantic melodic material. The clear reaction of the ensemble to the
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field recordings indicates dialogue. Moreover, the nature of their dialogue remains synchronous.
Though the mood of the piece has darkened slightly from the opening, noise and music are still
working harmoniously to create a single image. Additionally, neither element seems to claim
primacy. Due to the organic grouping by role rather than by instrument type, their relationship is
characterized by equality for the duration of the movement (See Example 5).
The degree of derivation is much foggier in this movement. Though the shape of the
melodic fragments strongly resembles the “check it out” sample, the sample does not show up at
all. Further, though they are harmonically synchronous, there is no other link between the
woodwinds and the car alarms.

Example 5, mm. 364-369 (Boosey & Hawkes)

Since the dialogue between field recording and ensemble determines the parting message
of each piece, understanding the minutiae of their connection is crucial to understanding their
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salience. The 3rd movement, “It’s been a honeymoon,” introduces another dramatic change to
their relationship. Harking back to It’s Gonna Rain and Come Out, it opens with a rhythmically

Example 6, mm. 430-433 (Boosey & Hawkes)

intense duet of speech samples (See Example 6). One by one, the instruments join the samplers.
At first, the winds and strings enter with sustained tones, and then the vibraphones and pianos
double the sampler rhythm more directly. The energy gradually builds until the ensemble drops
out and another speech sample, “Can’t take no mo’,” joins the movement. The process of
instrument merging begins anew. This time, when the entire ensemble has come in, the energy
collapses and a dense piano chord announces the 4th movement.
The 3rd movement represents an inversion of the first movement. Instead of opening with
the ensemble and slowly mixing in field recordings, this movement does the exact opposite.
Similarly, where the ensemble of the first movement had far more presence than the city sounds,
it is the city sounds that take primacy here. The dialogue remains close, but it is largely
instigated by the field recordings. Bridges between major sections are crossed exclusively by the
speech samples, after which the ensemble reacts (See Example 7).
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Example 7, mm. 522-525 (Boosey & Hawkes)

Reich intended this movement to have a climactic nature: “I’m building up to something
which I want to be the most aggressive and the most... sort of riveting at the center of the piece,
and sort of spell out my human difficulties in the city and the way things really are… ”
(Waffender 1995). The speech samples are taken from a political demonstration, run primarily
by African American speakers, in City Hall Park. Even with conflict at the heart of this
movement, Reich still does not break the synchrony between the field recordings and the
ensemble. Though the city sounds retain primacy throughout, the instruments elect to support
rather than subvert their musical charge. Thus, the idea of conflict is painted by the music as a
whole rather than manifested within the musicians.
The concordance between electronics and instruments flows into the 4th movement,
“Heartbeats/boats and buoys,” which strongly mirrors the 2nd movement. Instead of a pile
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driver, the rhythm of this movement is dictated by a heartbeat sample. The heartbeat, like the pile
driver, increases in intensity as the movement goes on. The mechanism of intensity, rather than a
doubling and tripling the original rhythm per meter, takes the shape of a simple increase in
tempo. Additionally, every increase in the heartbeat tempo is met with commensurately denser
instrumental material, just as in the 2nd movement. The strong resemblance between the two can

Example 8, mm. 589-594 (Boosey & Hawkes)

be attributed to Reich’s use of ‘arch’ form, in which the movements are structured A-B-C-B’-A’
(Reich 1995:2).
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The heartbeat pulse combines with the second sampler and the double bass to create the
bottom layer, while the remaining instruments paired with recorded boat horns and buoy bells
constitute the middle and upper layers. Almost every instance of a boat horn is met with a
doubling clarinet one beat later (See Example 8). The buoy bell is also generally doubled by the
gong. As it shares so many elements with the 2nd movement, it is not surprising that the 4th
movement is similarly characterized by an organic equality between the ensemble and field
recordings. As illustrated by the instrumental doublings, synchrony between the two elements
remains unbroken.
The final movement, “Heavy smoke,” introduces an entirely new mood: panic. Pulling
from the New York Fire Department archives, Reich crafts the ending to be “about the
emergency situation in the city and the emergency feeling that you get…. Because that’s just,
that’s what goes on” (Waffender 1995). Speech samples and the speech melody technique make
a return in this movement, accompanied by an array of different doublings. Through the lens of
‘arch form,’ this movement should most closely resemble the 1st movement. This is somewhat
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true: The prevalence and use of speech melody is similar, as is the tempo.

Example 9, mm. 709-716 (Boosey & Hawkes)

In most ways, however, the final movement stands opposed to the first. What began as an
optimistic and upbeat celebration of city noise has been transfigured into a nightmarish scene of
collective panic and anxiety. Further, there is a great deal more balance between the instruments
and electronics, much more similar to the 2nd or 4th movement than the ensemble-dominated
1st, though this balance can be attributed to conflict rather than harmony.
Most prominently, “Heavy smoke” finally breaks the synchrony between ensemble and
field recordings. It opens with the innocent chorale of the opening, only this time it is broken up
by the droning of a fire engine and the intrusions of aggravated speech samples: “heavy smoke,”
“it’s full a’ smoke,” “urgent!” (See Example 9). This asynchrony comes to define the movement,
abating only briefly in the middle, and leading to a rather ambiguous ending. This is reflective of
Reich’s emotions about the city: “...because, my feelings about the city, although there are many
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negative things…it’s always mixed” (Waffender 1995).

Example 10, mm. 1031-1037 (Boosey & Hawkes)

Though the field recordings and instruments are feuding at the end, they are still in close
proximity. That is, the two are still in dialogue with each other. The instruments desperately seek
a proper resolution to the panic of the previous few minutes, while the fire engine siren refuses to
relent (See Example 10). The piece does not choose one over the other; rather, it merely ends,
with both field recordings and instruments fading out together on a final yet irresolute sonority.
The first four movements of City Life are characterized by an unwavering, close, and
synchronous dialogue between music and noise. Though the mood of the piece slowly gets
bleaker, the conflicts are played out synchronously by the two elements. The final movement
brings this harmony to a close, pitting noise and music against each explicitly by assaulting the
innocent opening chorale with a fire engine siren. Over the course of the piece, the field
recordings trend toward increased presence, taking primacy in the central movement but warring
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for it in the fifth. Often the field recordings and ensemble share discrete roles in the piece,
organically working together to create a pulse, background, and foreground.
The overwhelming synchrony is partially due to Reich’s process of sound collection. The
sounds that he listened for lent themselves easily to a very traditional musical context, and were
largely single, well-defined sounds that did not intrude on the instrumental writing. It is no
coincidence that the only movement involving asynchrony is the only movement that Reich used
sounds he himself did not record. Nonetheless, City Life comes through: Reich makes the
musical elements of the city audible to all.

Music by a City
Early in his career, Tod Machover dedicated himself to a profoundly democratic idea of
music. Though trained at the Juilliard School himself, he loathed the idea of an elite class in
music, wishing instead to make sophisticated methods of musical creativity available to all. In a
presentation for a Meet the Composer conference, Machover declared that “my biggest passion
over this last period has been how to create environments and tools so that the kind of creativity
and imagination and brilliance that we have seen in these two days…are not just for ‘special
people’ like all of us but are part of everyone’s everyday life” (Machover on Meet the
Composer).
The City Symphony series, launched during his tenure with the M.I.T. Media Lab in 2013,
falls in line this this conception. In any video pertaining to his original City Symphony project,
based in Toronto, Machover proudly declares his response to the commission: “I told them that
that would interest me, if I could invite the entire city of Toronto to write it with me” (Machover
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on Wired Video UK). This radically egalitarian conception of composition constitutes the catalyst
for what he calls a “sonic portrait” (Machover 2015). Thus, Machover’s motivation is clear from
the outset: He hopes to create a piece of music that is in some way representative of a place and
its people, a hope made possible only by extensive community engagement. Further, he wishes
“to provide an uplifting and inspiring vision without simplifying the city’s complexities, and to
share Detroit’s unique power and potential with everyone…” (Machover 2015). The twin
motivations of representation and uplift will come to permeate Symphony in D.
Such a “sonic portrait” is a powerful idea, but what exactly does it entail? From M.I.T.’s
City Symphonies website, here is Machover’s response to the question “What’s the process of
creating city symphonies likes?”
It’s hard! First, we invite everyone in a city to collaborate with us to make a sonic
portrait of that place. Then we have to convince people that it is worth spending their
time working with us; we know how busy everyone is and how crazy our project sounds.
Then we reach out in numerous ways - via mobile apps that we make available so that
people can record sounds and voices, online software that makes it possible to compose
and morph original music, in public and school workshops to trade ideas and sounds,
and through interactive progress reports throughout the process - to make it possible for
anyone, regardless of age, background or musical experience, to be part of the project.
We go into each city with no preconceptions, explore the place, meet as many people as
possible, collect sounds and ideas, bring people together in bold ways, and see what
musical story emerges. Our team listens to everything…and finally I pull it all together,
turn it into a piece of music (with or without imagery), and bring the final result to the
public (Machover 2015).
As Machover alludes to, the City Symphony process of sound collection has several moving
parts, and also takes quite a bit of time. In Detroit, the M.I.T. Lab launched the Symphony in D
project in November of 2014 with the premier set the following year. The process can be divided
into two main branches: The community, and the ground game.
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The community branch consists of sounds contributed directly from the citizens of
Detroit. Two mobile applications form the spearhead of this approach: The “Symphony in D”
app and the “Constellation” app. The Symphony in D app invites people to record up to 60
seconds of their environment, add a title and a description, and upload it to a central sound bank.
It also encourages people to listen to sounds other people have recorded and comment on them.
The Constellation app is a creative environment that allows people to freely connect the sounds
people have recorded to form a fluid urban soundscape.
There remains an unshakable truth to the community side of sound collection: No matter
what is contributed or how, every single sound that ends up in the final composition must pass
through the crucible of the composer. In this way, the concept of “inviting everyone in the city”
to compose with him is slightly diluted, since the “everyone” only and always contribute
elements which may influence Machover in some way. Additionally, Machover was concerned
in general that the quality of sound in the piece be quite high. A high quality standard effectively
rules out the use of mobile phone recordings.
For these reasons, the ground game of sound collection likely yielded more sounds for
the final piece than the community element. The ground game is constituted by the various
community outreach initiatives created by Machover and his team. These initiatives do not
consist of community-submitted sounds, but rather the discovery of potential sounds that the
team may then use or record directly. The community remains heavily involved in the process,
but the quality of sound is much higher and precise tastes can be more easily satisfied.
The Detroit City Symphony project differs from the previous ones by the enormous
success of the ground game. It garnered work with multimedia companies that had archived
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sounds of Detroit, composition workshops in elementary schools, dialogue with senior living
communities, and collaboration with several Detroit-based musicians including ADULT, Bryan
Pope, and Efe Bes (Machover 2015). In contrast to Toronto and Lucerne, several of the
musicians worked with in the outreach side of things ended up on stage for the premier, written
into the piece itself. Thus, Machover engaged not just with city sounds but city sound makers.
The result of this vast web of sound collection methods is a vast diversity of sound. In
stark contrast to Reich, the sounds of the final piece vary wildly in terms of character, source,
and scope, and are moreover largely not singular and well-defined. They incorporate a far
broader band of city noise, one closer to the concept of a soundscape than of discrete sound
events. By extension, Machover’s sounds are far less obviously musical than Reich’s: Some may
even befit a noise-by-consensus classification. Further, the motivations for the piece leverage
Machover to select sounds that will be easily recognized (i.e. representative) and/or uplifting in
nature (i.e. indicative of a positive trait in the city). These two categories--representative and
indicative--constitute the vast majority of city sound in the piece.
Symphony in D begins with a quintessential Detroit sound: the rattling of an engine.
Specifically, it opens with Henry Ford’s famous “kitchen sink” engine (Machover 2015).
Gradually, the brass section chimes in, imitating the staccato, brusque manner of the motor and
the growing density of metallic sounds. Percussion, woodwinds, and low strings take up the
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scattered rhythmic energy (See Example 11). For 6 measures, all is synchronous as the orchestra

Example 11, mm. 1-5 (Boosey & Hawkes)

imitates the rhythms of the city. In measure 7, the upper strings enter with an entirely new music.
Legato and romantic, the melodic lines of the strings create a stark contrast with the rest of the
orchestra. The density and dynamic of the winds, percussion, and city sounds builds over several
minutes,

Example 12, mm. 49-52 (Boosey & Hawkes)
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yet the strings retain their lush melodic nature (See Example 11). Finally, at measure 66 the
orchestra fades and a percussion/field recording interlude takes hold.
The opening movement, “Rhythm and Bolts,” thus presents two relational aspects not
heard in City Life. Not only does Machover split the orchestra into two sections that
simultaneously relate differently with the field recordings, but between the strings and the rest of
the orchestra he creates distance. That is, the violins and violas in the first movement do not exist
in dialogue with the other sounds. No matter the twists and turns offered by the field recordings,
the upper strings continue on their path. They exist separately in the same acoustic space, leading
to a first movement that sounds like two pieces in one. Rather than being conflictual in nature,
the lack of proximity between these two groups creates a sort of coexistence, wherein two musics
may sound simultaneously. In that sense, there is no real primacy between the field recordings
and ensemble, but rather a concurrence.

Example 13, mm. 80-84 (Boosey & Hawkes)

When the interlude ends, the upper strings drop their romanticism and join the rest of the
ensemble’s brusque and gestural manner with dissonant pizzicato stabs (See Example 13). Any
sense of distance comes to an end, and synchrony reigns. The instrumental material in “Rhythm
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and Bolts,” is derived heavily from the field recordings, but in a far less literal way than in City
Life. Rather than imitating precisely each aspect of the field recordings, the orchestra of
Symphony in D clings to one characteristic–rhythm. Even then, the instruments imitate the style
rather than precise notes. This emulation creates a synchrony in mood without one-to-one
imitation.
A final crescendo gives way to the second movement, entitled “Black Bottom Bass.” The
concept of this movement rises from Machover’s conviction that the music of Detroit is
grassroots in nature: He has “attempted to craft a work that juxtaposes the many…rhythms of the
city that alternatively mesh and clash, that listens to the beauty of melody often rising resolutely
from the bass” (Machover 2015). Thus, the lower instruments of the orchestra, particularly the
cellos, trombones, and bassoons, feature prominently, taking turns playing a continuous and
syncopated melody. Meanwhile, the upper instruments take on a polyrhythmic pulse, grounded
by a consistent quarter note pulse in the violins.
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Example 14, mm. 117-121 (Boosey & Hawkes)

The field recordings, as notated above, play out a collage of industrial sounds. While they
contain no constant pulse, the ebbs and flows of grinding metal and shooting steam mix in
additional rhythmic complexity. That said, the field recordings in this movement are heavily
backgrounded. The collage, though constant, serves a highlighting and ambient purpose while
the melody and pulse of the orchestra grab the ear. Thus, the orchestra claims primacy. As
Machover’s intention for this movement involved “rhythms of the city that alternately mesh and
clash” (Machover 2015) the meandering polyrhythms established between field recordings and
ensemble are synchronous in nature, operating congruously to the same end. At the end of the
2nd movement, the secondary nature of the electronics is reinforced by the introduction of the
“Together in D Theme” (Machover 2015), which all but drowns out the metallic collage. After
the full statement of the theme, the driving energy of the 2nd movement dissipates and is washed
away by an octave sforzando in the 1st violins, introducing “Belle Isle Interlude.”

Example 15, mm. 234-241 (Boosey & Hawkes)
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Belle Isle is a 982-acre park in the Detroit river. A full third of the park is natural forest
home to a large and diverse animal population. It serves as an “urban oasis” in Detroit, a place
characterized by its quiet and organic environment (Belle Isle Conservancy). The function of
such a movement is clear: a reprieve from the driving, iron-clad, and noisome nature of the city
center.
The orchestra reifies its primacy throughout the interlude. The orchestral dominance is
largely due to the weak presence of city sounds. The first part is built around arco pulses in the
first violins while the winds, percussion, and lower strings fill in the gaps with melodic
fragments. Electronics shimmer in support of the violins, but any field recordings stay mute until
measure 266, where the sampler player is instructed to “shadow melody plus inject layers of
Belle Isle ambience” (Machover 2016). Even here, as the imperative suggests, the sounds of
Belle Isle are relegated purely to a supportive, background role, while Machover preferences

Example 16, mm. 266-272 (Boosey & Hawkes)
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various instrumental wanderings (See Example 16). The rest of the movement follows this
construction. The elements are undoubtedly synchronous, yet the field recordings remain almost
nonexistent.
This choice reveals Machover’s compositional approach. In a movement and a geography
with limitless potential for emphasizing sounds of the natural world, he instead masks the field
recordings almost entirely with the orchestra. The message appears to be that the soundscape of
Belle Isle is not sufficiently musical to stand alone onstage. This may be explained in part by
Machover’s motivations. The predilection for recognizable or indicative sounds implies that, in
this natural realm, sounds generally hold less power. Instead of the sounds, the name of the
movement and its social connotations satisfy the need for recognizability; its sound becomes
secondary.
As the interconnection of instruments and city sounds constructs the import of each City
Music, analysis of their shifting nature is germane to grasping each piece’s particular message.
The fourth movement of Machover’s Symphony in D, “Memories and Dreams,” represents a
radical change in course from the opening three. It is structured around ‘guest performers,’ artists
Machover met in his ground game, who take turns on stage presenting their contribution to the
piece. The orchestra, meanwhile, assumes a purely ambient role via quasi-improvisatory
repeating gestures. Electronic sounds float through the music, yet they are predominantly pure
electronics rather than field recordings. The city sounds in this movement are not to be found in
pre-recorded sounds, but in the guest performers on stage.
Each guest performer neatly falls into either the representative or indicative category of
sounds. The first performer, Marsha Music, emphatically ends her performance piece with the
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phrase, “Some say they come to save Detroit / But I say– they come to be saved” (DSO 2015).
The residents of American House speak to sounds of Detroit that had faded in the last several
decades but that “shaped [their] lives.” Elementary school students from the Detroit

Example 17, mm. 311-320 (Boosey & Hawkes)

Achievement Academy share their dreams for the city while the orchestra plays music they
composed in Hyperscore (See Example 18), a visual composition software friendly to those who
do not know traditional western notation. Finally, Tonya Matthews recites a spoken word piece,

Example 18, mm.378-380. Composed in Hyperscore by Sarai Figgs (Boosey & Hawkes)
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“Dreams,” which subverts any and all assumptions and stereotypes about the city, asserting
finally that “We’ll still be here / When you decide to learn” (DSO 2015).
In a reversal from the 2nd and 3rd movements, it is the city sounds, here championed by
the guest performers, that take primacy. The orchestra, though moving through various
instructions, remains consistently ambient in nature, lending a sonic backdrop to the guest
performances. In this supportive role, the elements still work synchronously, each dedicated to
its own acoustic space. Thus a long line of synchrony remains unbroken from measure 66.
The final movement, “Together in D,” is a velocitous smorgasbord of sound. It opens
with a heady four-on-the-floor electronic beat from ADULT, backed by bassy thuds from the

low
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Example 19, mm. 505-511 (Boosey & Hawkes)

winds and a constant cymbal pulse. One by one, guest musicians and sections of the orchestra
enter, all with the tonal center of D (See Example 19). Through this passage the piece is
essentially fractured into several small units, each shouting their own musical ideas into the fray:
they are distant from each other, rather than in dialogue. Though each unit is unified by the same
tonal center, no one unit is listening to another. Thus, all of the different musics coexist on the
same stage.

Example 20, m. 859 (Boosey & Hawkes)

After a cadence of sorts, the orchestra dies down and the beat stops. From the back corner
of the stage, the St. Joseph Chaldean Choir chimes in with a short song entitled “M’Shabho
L’Marya.” The Chaldean Catholic Church originated in the 16th Century Ottoman Empire as a
Middle Eastern church aligned with Rome (Roberson). Though its diaspora is small, a significant
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number of Chaldeans immigrated to eastern Michigan in the 20th century (Cruz). Thus Detroit
contains a vibrant community of Chaldean congregations that carry with them a distinctive
musical tradition. Machover’s motivation for representation no doubt led him to include this
group and thicken the diversity of musics in Symphony in D.
The choir interlude ends, and all at once the driving energy of before resumes. Again,
guest performers and sections of the orchestra enter one by one. The predominant motivic force
is in the 1st violins, which undertake a swaying chromatic melody that seems to be edging
upward. Eventually this line coalesces into a rising motif that every musician gradually joins. In
this way, the previous distance dissolves into pure synchrony, with all elements playing the same
phrase. The motif transforms into the main melody first heard in the 2nd movement, which is

Example 21, mm. 871-875 (Boosey & Hawkes)
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stated a few times. One final cacophony takes hold as all of the artists come on stage; profound
and complete distance is momentarily resumed (See Example 20). One final tutti crescendo
brings the piece back together, leading to a last statement of the main theme and a final, bassy
clout to close the piece (See Example 21).
Symphony in D presents a relatively harmonious relationship between city sounds and
ensemble. Though the piece opens with distance and a resulting lack of dialogue, the vast
majority of the piece can be characterized as highly synchronous. The concordance is largely
achieved by a very clear subordination of one element to another: In the first half of the piece,
the field recordings play an ambient and supporting role to the orchestra, in the second half this
is reversed. The use of distance between musical elements in the piece engenders coexistence
rather than conflict. There is no single moment in the piece in which the ensemble and field
recordings appear to be fighting for the same acoustic space.
Such synchrony resonates with Machover’s impetus. His twin motivations of uplift and
representation heavily encourage the finding of sounds that are either easily recognizable to his
audience or uplifting in character. Further, it encourages a congenial use of these sounds so as
not to disparage any aspect of the city. That is, for these sounds to have the desired impact on his
audience, Machover must paint a sonic portrait in which everything, in spite of conflict and
through diversity, works together. It is logical, then, for Symphony in D to take on a synchronous
nature.

Music for a City
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My own piece, based in Colorado Springs, breaks with several core ideas of the previous
two. I was motivated primarily by theories of listening, and their application to city living. A few
years ago, I grew concerned about my ability to tune out environmental sound. It struck me as
troublesome that my default mode of listening cared nothing for the sound of place. Such a
narrow band of acoustic relevance leaves one in a sonic nowhere, profoundly and perniciously
disconnected with their immediate world. Thus, my motivation for Song for the Alabaster City
lies in mending the disconnection of person and place. I sought to create a piece that would
engender environmental attunement by presenting city noise as unignorable, worthy of listening,
and important: in a word, music.
My process of sound collection was purely individual: I recorded roughly 20 hours of
environmental sound by hand in August and September of 2017. Methodologically, I organized a
handful of “soundwalks” through the city and some of its liminal areas, each between 2 and 6
hours in length. The concept of soundwalking comes from the field of Acoustic Ecology,
specifically the pioneer Hildegard Westerkamp. In “Soundwalking as Acoustic Ecology” she
details the theory of this practice.
Soundwalking reveals the environment to the listener and opens inner space for noticing.
It is precisely this that creates a sense of inspiration, excitement and new energy. Not
only does a soundwalk raise general consciousness towards the acoustic environment, it
also creates a living connection between listener and place. If done in foreign places, it
establishes the connection between visiting listener and an unfamiliar culture and reveals
the meanings of its sounds and soundscapes. At home soundwalking is always an effective
way to gain deeper knowledge and information about the seemingly familiar, but often
ignored sound environment. Generally one could understand the practice of
soundwalking as an ongoing study of our aural perception in relation to the acoustic
environment or vice versa, a study of the soundscape and our listening sense within the
overall environmental, social, political and spiritual contexts of any given place
(Westerkamp 2006).
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As my goal for the piece was, in one sense, an offering of forgotten sounds, the idea that I could
“gain deeper knowledge and information about the seemingly familiar; but of ignored sound
environment” appealed to me at a core level. Moreover, if I could only share this experience with
others through music, my goal might be close at hand. In addition to the soundwalks, I took
one-off excursions to the United States Air Force Academy, New Life Church, and a mountain
trail to the west.
The process of soundwalking meant that, while in the field, I accepted any and all sounds
that crossed my path. The sound selection process took place almost entirely in the studio. Rather
than hone discrete sound events like Reich, I selected broader soundscapes to work with. Though
on the surface less interesting and less packed with acoustic information, soundscapes offer a
more complete sonic picture of an environment than any single sound. As a result, my selected
city sounds were far less musical than Reich’s, similar to Machover’s.
I worked recursively between field recording processes and more traditional composition,
letting one inform the other organically. Though the creative process began with listening to the
city, the refining and ordering of city sounds developed concurrently with the instrumental
composition. Fairly early in the process, I created a formal structure germane to the relationship
between ensemble and field recordings. Conceived as a musical narrative of sorts, the journey is
constructed through 4 movements: “Emergence,” “Echo,” “Ipseity,” and “Consecration.”
“Emergence” sees the appearance of the ensemble from a primordial soup of field recordings. In
“Echo,” the newly emerged instrumental music imitates the atmosphere created by harsh and
mechanical city sounds. “Ipseity,” or “selfhood,” regards the instruments’ process of
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self-identification and breaking away from mindless imitation. Finally, in “Consecration,” the
music of the instruments is established and understood as sacrosanct.
Song for the Alabaster City opens with 45 seconds of naked I-25--the omnipresent
freeway that bisects Colorado Springs--gradually crescendoing from the distance. A bass clarinet
enters, humming deep in its register for a few seconds before fading out again. The other
instruments follow suit, struggling to emerge from the broadband sound of the interstate. As their
efforts redouble, the density of sound increases. The sounds of airplanes arcing across the sky
intercede as the instruments grow increasingly agitated.

Example 22, mm. 59-64

“Emergence” epitomizes synchrony. The movement begins with pure field recordings, an
inversion of the prologue from City Life. The instruments, when they do enter, primordially
imitate the sea of noise they are confronted with, often blending into it and embracing only
partial audibility. The city sounds which open and foment the instruments retain their primacy
throughout the movement, maintaining a constant and strong presence that the instruments
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slowly come to match. The band of noise is wide enough that direct imitation, as in Reich’s
speech melody, is impossible. This emulation, seen in Machover’s opening movement as well,
pervades much of the piece.
With a thunderous chord, the instruments and field recordings coalesce and the 2nd
movement, “Echo,” begins. The character of the field recordings changes immensely: where

Example 23, mm. 74-76

once was a lurching, placid band of soft noise now stands a tempestuous roar of different timbres
and rhythms: Cars thump past a railroad, trains whistle, electricity buzzes, jackhammers grind.
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Example 24, mm. 88-90

Despite the change, the ensemble continues its imitation, spiraling furiously forth. The strings all
engage the same sixteenth-note pattern, each instrument in a different key (See Example 23).
Meanwhile, the rest of the ensemble takes up a web of polyrhythms to disrupt any sense of
stability offered by the strings. The piano, in its lowest register, retains its primordial nature from
the 1st movement and creates the acoustic bottom layer.
Thus, via emulation, the instruments maintain synchrony. Still the field recordings
control the conversation, with the ensemble mostly reacting to its changes in intensity. However,
the field recordings’ primacy is lost, replaced by balance if not a slight edge to the ensemble.
While the ensemble has gleaned its sense of identity from the field recordings, it takes on a style
of its own, unwilling to merely mimic the sounds of the city. Derivation thus takes the form of
mood or character rather than the minutiae of instrumental detail.
The end of the 2nd movement begins to change this relationship. After a soaring ascent
from the strings, the trumpet suddenly poses a two-note question (See Example 25).

Example 25, mm. 157-158

This question could be phrased a multitude of ways, among them “Why chaos?” and
“Why mere emulation?” and “Could there not be another music?” The strings, amid chaos,
respond by disintegrating completely, gradually slowing their polytonal patterns, leaving out
notes, and eventually grinding to a halt (See Example 26).
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Example 26, m. 168

With this gesture I introduce something not seen in Reich or Machover: intra-ensemble
dialogue concerning their relationship to the city sounds. The trumpet call sparks an idea that
spreads virally through the ensemble, leading to the fumbling search for identity in the 3rd
movement, “Ipseity.” The two-note trumpet call, then, represents the first moment of
asynchrony, fully 12 minutes into the piece. The field recordings take a background role for this
moment, though still driving forward in the nature of the 2nd movement. Right before the 3rd
movement begins, the city sounds shout their protest with a final stab of noise.

Example 27, mm. 181-185

In order to decode the everyday implications of City Music, it is crucial to understand the
particularities of the interaction between field recordings and ensemble. The 3rd movement
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introduces crickets, a sound rather idiosyncratic to Colorado Springs. A thrumming cricket
chorus forms the background, while a handful of soloists take center stage. They are met by the
flute and clarinet, who sing along in the same register (See Example 27). Though this appears an
entirely synchronous act, the woodwinds are offset just slightly from the crickets to create a truly
grating and shrill sound. They operate synchronously in terms of rhythm and register, but highly
asynchronously in terms of pitch. The trumpet, trombone, and piano respond with a series of
open fifths in a similarly disjoint rhythm, then exacerbated by irate tone clusters in the piano as
the woodwinds return.
Synchrony begins to fall apart. The ensemble tends toward partial synchrony, emulating
only one element offered by the city sounds. Meanwhile, the city begins to mix back in more
mechanically intense sounds. The instruments, still variously split into groups, gradually diverge
from the field recordings as they search for their own music. Eventually, the winds consolidate
themselves as a group, and the strings follow suit. They take wildly different paths in their search
for identity. The winds scorn traditional ideas of rhythm and harmony, groping for a new sound.

Example 28, mm. 244-252

Meanwhile, the strings search through J.S. Bach for a quasi-religious answer to the question.
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Example 29, mm. 219-223

The piano and percussion form their own group as well, playing with several voicings of
a single chord. None of these attempted solutions synchronize with the field recordings,
increasingly characterized by the sounds of construction, trains, flyovers, and traffic. Growing
progressively discouraged, the ensemble again fractures. This time, the strings and brass

Example 30, mm. 256-262

desperately attempt to return to the city sounds of the 2nd movement, recalling motifs and ideas
from before (See Example 31).
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Example 31, mm. 291-295

These come as direct responses to the growing irascibility of the field recordings.
Dialogue remains close and is met by synchrony in the strings and brass, but manifests
differently in other parts of the ensemble. Through the third movement, though dialogue has
been fractious, fluctuating, unstable, and inconsistent, the balance between ensemble and city
sounds has remained almost entirely even, with both sounding almost throughout.
The woodwinds, percussion, and piano continue on their path to ipseity, growing more
asynchronous with the city sounds by the measure. The strings make one last desperate attempt
to synchronize with the city by enacting a series of harsh, mechanical, upward glissandi.

Example 32, mm. 307-317
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Yet the rest of the ensemble does not bend. A few measures later, the piece reaches its apex of
asynchrony, as the field recordings grow so ferocious and loud that they cover a quiet, tranquil
chord from the instruments.
The pitch material of the chord is structured from the third octave of the harmonic series.
I selected this source because of its unconstructed nature; the harmonic series represents sound at
its most natural. This chord finally flips the dialectic structure that has characterized the piece
before now. The field recordings, finding the new music of the ensemble imperturbable and
inviting, abandons its world of concrete and metal to find its own place within the new music.
The traffic, flyovers, and construction fall away and are replaced instead by rustling leaves,
flowing streams, and singing birds. The traffic of I-25, which has been present for the previous
25 minutes, finally disappears (See Example 33).

Example 33, mm. 330-342

Thus the piece transfigures into a scene of pure stillness and pure synchrony. The
ensemble organically plays out pitches of the harmonic series chord while the field recordings
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play out a pure natural soundscape, recorded in one take and unprocessed. The dialogue between
the two is harmonious, as a dyad is met by a woodpecker and a stream by a soft cello drone.
Eventually, the soundscape dwindles and the flute plays out whistle tones, again outlining the
harmonic series, to close the piece.

Example 34, mm. 386-389

The relationship between noise and music in Song for the Alabaster City, though
containing many wrinkles, can be characterized by two arcs. At first, noise reigns sovereign, and
the instruments emerge in unwitting imitation thereof. The instruments come to search for their
own music and, upon finding it, transfigure the noise to join. This final phase, “Consecration,”
embraces neither noise nor music outright, but settles in the liminal space betwixt. There exists
no distance in my piece, only dialogue both fraught and tranquil.
The narrative I constructed in Song for the Alabaster City exists tangentially to my
motivation; In obsessing over the possible combinations of noise and music I merely found an
odd, metacompositional fashion with which to tell a particular tale. Yet embedded in this
technique lies my true hope: That playing a recording of I-25 in Packard Hall would make my
audience listen to the highway every day. Writ large, I hoped my piece would challenge people’s
conception of the city and their habits of listening. I hoped to spark some kind of realization that
noise, being in the ear of the beholder, can be dismissed altogether if one is simply willing to
listen.
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City Musics in Comparative Perspective
City Life, Symphony in D, and Song for the Alabaster City each leave the listener with a
vastly different message. The varied impact exists despite a slew of similarities: All three pieces
were composed with a particular American City in the last 25 years, combine large ensemble
with city sounds, run 25-30 minutes, have 4-5 movements, and are concerned with the sonic
experience of daily life. They are quite different even holding constant for the stylistic
differences between the composers. Though each piece combines traditional ideas of music, as
represented by the ensemble, and noise, as represented by the field recordings, the manner in
which they are combined constructs differing musics with differing implications for our daily
sonic experience.
At the root of the differences between these pieces are the motivations behind them.
Reich sought a powerful new mode of self-expression, and sought further to use the sounds of
New York as the very tool with which to comment on his experience in the city. Additionally, he
saw the potential for musicalization as a healing process, as indicated by his instinct to “take [a
car alarm], put in the sampler, put it in the piece…and make a little peace with it (emphasis
mine) (Waffender 1995).
In contrast, Machover saw the employment of environmental sound as able to express
something much larger than himself. In extending his City Symphony project to Detroit, he
hoped to shape a ‘sonic portrait,’ a piece of music meaningful in its representation of a people
and their place. He hoped with Detroit in particular to capture the sociocultural dynamics of a
place undergoing profound and difficult change, and to create by extension a statement of
communal perseverance in the face of adversity.
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My own motivation was based on the assumption that people have stopped listening to
their soundscape and that this habit was indicative of a nullified relation between person and
place. I believed I could mend this relationship in some small way by presenting the noise of
Colorado Springs as music in its own right, as not just worth listening to but demanding the ears
of its citizens. I invoked the concert hall, a space for focused listening, as my main tool for
overcoming the issue of quotidian listening.
The individual motivation for composition heavily influenced the respective process of
sound collection and the resulting field recordings. Reich’s base of self-expression led him to
sounds he already knew and thought of as germane to his life in the city. It similarly rooted him
in his musical technique, marked by traditional diatonic harmonies, definite pulses, melody,
development, and canon. These inclinations, and the desire to fold city sound into the fabric of
the piece, led Reich to collect sounds that were by and large singular, well-defined, and
traditionally musical in most senses. This scope of sound collection thus excludes sounds that are
convoluted (constituted of more than one sound source), ill-defined (far off or unclear in
character), and noisy.
Machover’s desire to create a ‘sonic portrait’ led him, in contrast, to crowdsource some
of his field recording. He conceded that to create something meaningfully representative of
Detroit, the music had to come, at least in part, from Detroit. This hope was wrinkled in the
practicality of that goal; namely, that the vast majority of people were unable to generate high
quality recordings, no matter how ideal the sound source. Additionally, Machover’s wish to
create a message of uplift led him overwhelmingly to select urbans sounds that were
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recognizable and/or indicative in nature, a fairly limiting perspective in one sense. That said, the
sounds in Symphony in D span a far broader range of character, source, and scope than Reich’s.
My motivation, though broad in one sense like Machover’s, led me to a process far
similar to Reich’s. I walked Colorado Springs and recorded all of the sounds in the piece by
hand, selecting sounds I found compelling and interesting to listen to after each soundwalk.
However, the resulting sounds were far broader in scope than Reich’s, since my motivation was
not to have people listen to a single car horn but every single car horn. My sounds, therefore, fall
similarly to Machover’s with one key difference: Instead of relying steadfastly on recognizable
or uplifting, I simply selected sounds that I found compelling. This extra freedom provided a
slightly broader use of noisome sounds, as typified by the opening movement.
Finally, and most pronouncedly, the differences in the combination of field recordings
and ensemble generate wide differences in parting message. Reich tenderly recomposes much of
his New York soundscape, recasting its many soundmarks as purely musical and quite easy to
listen to. Prevalent in this process is the doubling of instruments and recorded sound, designed to
explicitly highlight and draw out the traditionally musical elements of urban noise. His careful
recomposition comes at a cost. The essential message of City Life is that noise can be listened to
as music, but only when placed explicitly in a musical context. Such a context is absent for the
average car alarm. A composer acting as a sort of transducer is therefore required for noise to be
music. Reich leaves the listener unchanged at the core. The asynchrony of the final movement
does nothing to alleviate this issue. Reich presented the fire engine explicitly as noise, but noise
fulfilling its traditional role by masking and distorting the music of the chorale. Thus, in City
Life, noise is not liberated but temporary alleviated and reconceived.
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This is less true for Symphony in D, though in a slightly oblique fashion. Machover is
quite content to place noise as it is on stage. As a result, Machover’s listener is likely to leave
with a greater appreciation for city noise. However, this appreciation is overtly and exclusively
tied to the sociocultural groundings of noise. As evidenced by his treatment of Belle Isle,
Machover is almost exclusively interested in sounds that evoke a social context, rather than a
more Cagean perspective of sound for sound’s sake. Further, Machover’s general use of noise in
Symphony in D, as primarily coexisting with more traditional ideas of music in distance, presents
listener’s with a dilemma. Simply put, for most of Machover’s piece, a listener cannot listen to
both elements at the same time. By presenting the audience with a choice between music and
noise, he encourages the status quo: a dichotomy between the two, and a tuning out of unwanted
sound.
I engage noise and music inversely from Reich. Where he utilizes field recordings as
another instrument, I utilize the instruments as an extension of the field recordings. That is, I
place the ensemble, a bastion of desired sound, into a noise context. In supporting the noisome
elements of my field recordings rather than drawing out their traditionally musical side, I hoped
to call into question the dichotomy itself. I also hoped to draw attention to the sublime reality of
everyday sounds. This is in line with Francisco Lopez’s concept of “profound listening,” which
he describes as “an ideal form of transcendental listening that doesn't denies [sic] all what is
outside the sounds but explores and affirms all what is inside them” (Emphasis original) (Lopez
1998). In other words, rather than present a romantic and idealized vision of city sounds, I sought
merely to offer their mundane reality as a profound music.
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Conclusion
City Music, that chemical combination of urban field recordings and classical ensemble,
carries the potential to make people listen to their soundscape. In the profound presentation of
noise as music there lies the possibility of attunement, of radically reconnecting person and
place. Without a connection to broader place and community, we suffer the modernist fate
foretold by Emile Durkheim, who portrayed modernized society as worshipping in the “cult of
the individual” and subsequently falling into “anomie,” or a baleful dearth of social solidarity. “It
is this anomic state that is the cause…of the incessantly recurrent conflicts, and the multifarious
disorders of which the economic world exhibits so sad a spectacle” (Durkheim 1893:5).
Profound listening stems the tide of disconnection. The post-modern ears are the most
overlooked apparatus for creating deep and vital linkages between person and place. This is, of
course, is very difficult. Not only does the process of accepting sounds and actively listening
take energy and courage, but many sounds are far more disruptive than a thrumming interstate
from the distance. As Westerkamp points out, it is our reaction in these trying moments that
come to define our ability to listen:
No doubt we all have had to grapple with discomfort when exposed to disturbing
soundscapes or unsettling inner chatter. At such times, do we decide whether we open
our listening further to the reality of that discomfort and try to affect changes - which is
what I would call the disruptive nature of listening - or do we try to ignore it and
psychologically shut it out - which is when the sound itself is in danger of disrupting our
lives, stressing us, precisely because we are trying to shut out something that our ears
and bodies are still receiving, still perceiving (Westerkamp 2015).
The reality that one cannot close their ears hangs heavy. She goes on to underscore listening’s
subversive potential:
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Such a listening experience means that we learn to understand how we listen and that the
act of listening grounds us within our own inner world from which - in turn - inspiration
springs. Listening cannot be forced. Quite the opposite: true receptive listening comes
from an inner place of non-threat, support, and safety. As such listening is inherently
disruptive as it puts a wrench into habitual flows of time, habitual behaviours of daily life
(Westerkamp 2015).
Thus, as our ambient sound becomes ever more saturated and deleterious, it becomes
simultaneously more difficult and more important than ever to listen with keen ears. To use R.
Murray Schafer’s words, what we require is “clairaudience, not earmuffs” (Schafer 1977:4).
Now so far removed from that initial sonic revolution, our society lies at great risk of
forgetting what our soundscape used to be, and perhaps losing any impetus to think of what it
should be. This City Music has thus far proven capable of creating profound listening, but has
not been applied to display what our urban world should sound like. It is focused on coming to
terms with what is rather than what may come. The future of City Music could well be normative
in nature, creating imaginary and ideal urban soundscapes that capture the possibilities of a
society that listens to all things in all moments.
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